ABSTRACT. Algebraic IT-theory is interpreted in terms of standard homotopy notions applied to the category of rings. Representability of the functors K~* is discussed.
The object of this announcement is to indicate how the algebraic 2£-theory of [l] and [2] can be explained as homotopy theory in a precise sense. Some terminology of homotopy theory was used in both these articles, but the analogy turns out to be very far reaching. We work in the category (B of Banach rings complete in their quasinorm [2] ; morphisms are bounded homomorphisms. The terminology of [2] will be assumed. From (B one constructs the category Hot-(B whose objects are those of <B and morphisms are homotopy classes of bounded maps (some care must be observed in defining Hot-(B since homotopy is per se neither transitive nor symmetric but does behave well with respect to compositions). Denote Hot-(B (-4, B 
and the corresponding exact Puppe sequence of homotopy sets
Assume now that X is a cogroup in (B. That is, there is a morphism X-+X1LX in (B such that (lx-UO) • A = l x , (0 li lx) o A = l* and (Aiilx) oA = (lxHA) oA. Then <B(X, ,4) is a group for all A. PROPOSITION 
If X is a cogroup in (B, then the functor X = (B(X, •): (&->Groups is a Mayer-Vietoris Functor in the sense of [l]. In addition [X y A]=Ki(A)> where in thejerminology of [l] {using the appropriate path ring E A =XA{X{)K?(A)
is defined by the exact sequence (Again, EA must be suitably interpreted in [l] f or nondiscrete rings.)
We may apply these notions to the functors Gl n and Gl. PROPOSITION As a word of caution it should be noted that 25 is not the suspen-
